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“‘Perfect Futures’ is an explo-
ration, of Kossi Aguessy’s 
Future-Focused Breadth.
Through his own conceptual 
design practice, the Togolese-
Brazilian Artist is constantly 
demanding the viewer and the 
design community to consider 
the role of design as a reflec-
tion or a definition of a society.
As problem solvers and thought 
Leaders, designers have the 
opportunity to improve the 
world and must in Kossi’s 
view.”

Aaron Kohn, Director, Museum of 
African Design, Johannesburg 
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“Framed as an anticipa-
tion movie scenario, ‘Perfect 
Futures’, is to be read as so, 
one page after the other, one 
work after the other, for an 
overall comprehension of the 
story it tells. Indeed, beyond  
an exhibition, this project is 
a medium in its very core. A 
medium delivering the story of 
a projected evolution, an anti-
cipated vision of a futures (or 
multiples versions of a future) 
through the eyes of a single 
person.

‘Perfect Futures’, is a claim, 
an exercise, which consisted 
into projecting ‘African’ pers-
pectives and visions into future 
and confront it to the establi-
shed conventions of anticipa-
tion art.

‘Perfect Futures’ is, in a sub-
tle yet meaningful manner a 
political gesture.
Designing a future, or propo-
sing designs of a future is a 
way after all to claim a pre-
sence in this future, an active 
presence, a presence meant 
to impact the society as any 
other else.

The gesture must seem banal, 
yet in a society, which is reluc-
tant to recognize past African 
contributions to culture as 
known today, picture the pre-
sent of this continent mainly 
as problematic, and has no 
image at all of the contribu-
tions it may bring to a common 
future, it is Significant.

It is through objects, concepts, 
aesthetics, materials, an 
Identity, a manner of saying, 
We Will Be There.

As a child, I was raised watching 
and reading anticipation works, 
which I loved, it was my pas-
sion, till the day I understood 
one fact, of these works, of eve-
rything, good or evil, suppose-
dly happening in the future to 
earth, none occurred in Africa, 
as if the continent had vani-
shed in between our Now and 
the Then. I was shocked.  I felt 
like the world subconsciously 
had condemned US to the 
limbos already. The Man I am 
always thought someone had 
to at least write a few lines of 
this anticipated future of US. 
The artist I am decided to pack 
Perfect Futures as a response.”

Kossi Aguessy



“III Table”
2016

high Table 
78 1/2 x 28 3/4 x 63 1/4 inches 

marble, mirror polished brass 
© Clément Boutillon

The base of the concept of the 
III Collection resides in nature’s 
most harmonious asymmetry: the 
Golden ratio.
Kossi Aguessy extended this inner 
structure of the world in three 
phases: Phi, the Golden number, 
which rules all the calculations that 
allowed the conception of this col-
lection; Pi, 3.14, which is the most 
approachable and notorious repre-
sentation of nature’s systematical 
mess; and the materialisation of the 
both in our physical world.
Results from this merging, unex-
pected yet balanced designs, poised 
legs, and floating structures.



“3Some Vase”
2016

12 5/8 x 8 x 9 1/3 inches 
blown Glass

© Stéphane Giner

This vase seamless design consists 
in three forms fused together in the 
same rounded shape.
This vase name refers to three 
bodies fused together in the same 
act of provocative love. This vase 
inspiration is the triangular trade 
between Africa, the Americas and 
Europe, this moment of History 
seeing millions displaced against 
their will, sold by their fellows, and 
used for building the western world 
as we know it.



“Useless Tool”
2015
chair

94 1/2 x 17 3/4 x 13 3/4 inches 
stainless steel, carbon fiber, 

cameleon coating
unique piece

© Stéphane Giner



Laser cut, designed using alumi-
nium, for a pure functional purpose 
and an economy of will and tech-
nology, the 2008 Damn chair had 
became one of the most represen-
tative object of Kossi Aguessy ‘s 
furniture works.
Collection : Museum of Arts and 
Design. NYC

“Useless Tool”: Kossi Aguessy. 
created in 2008 the Useless Tool 
chair – a key example of contem-
porary high-end design, combining 
state-of-the-art materials and pro-
duction processes – The futuris-
tic chair’s prismatic shape is the 
result of complex structural calcu-
lations, similar to those used in the 
design of skyscrapers. The chair, a 
striking stainless steel composition 
that seems to soar into the sky, is 
covered with a layer of carbon and 
Nextel woven fabric – a material 
used in aviation and space travel 
that is extremely heat resistant, 
withstanding temperatures of up 
to 1000°C, and has very low reflec-
tive properties. Useless Tool would 
go undetected by radar, just like a 
stealth bomber. When considering 
this elegant synthesis of research 
and technology, a symbol, accor-
ding to the artist of the power new 
thrones, military technologies and 
oil wealth provides to their holders, 
it is perhaps surprising to disco-
ver that Aguessy regards nature 
as his main source of inspiration. 
He believes in the driving force of 
evolution, from which we learn and 
further develop. “I believe that one 
can make the impossible possible. 
I believe in the sublime that drives 
us onwards,” Aguessy states. “I am 
neither a designer nor a creator, 
but a messenger, a bridge, a small 
part of the big puzzle of evolution 
that began long before me and will 
continue long after me.”
Collection : Moma Ps. NYC. 
Vitra Design Museum

“Damn”
2015
chair

35 1/2 x 17 3/4 x 13 3/4 inches 
laser cut aluminium

unlimited edition
© Kossi Aguessy





A lamp as a reflection of a new 
beginning.

The Stool is not a stool but THE 
Stool, because The Stool is a 
Cliché, the archetypal east African 
shepherd’s stool turned into a 
flawless futuristic object embo-
dying the nomadic mobility, the 
decorative claim, the African roots.

In terms of thinking process, 
Liberty, had been the less challen-
ging concept of the perfect futures. 
Kossi Aguessy, came up almost im-
mediately with the idea of move-
ment, fluids and levitation, when it 
came to ‘materialize’ liberty.
He talked about ocean, winds, kine-
tic and ended up with a long board 
inspired object at the boundaries 
of stability. Liberty may be in the 
Artist’s mind a moving and fragile 
notion yet the true challenge in the 
Table was technical.
Manufacturing the balance between 
its amplitudes and the stability its 
use required, necessitated the most 
advanced conception the artist had 
provided since his iconic Useless 
Tool.

“Aurora”
2015

table Lamp
15 3/4 x 11 3/4 x 11 3/4 inches 

 sand crystal, led, chromes, 
aluminium

©Youssef Eskandar

“The Stool”
2015
stool

17 3/4 x 7 1/2 x 17 1/4 inches 
miror, polished brass 

unlimited edition
©Johannes Danglehant

“Liberty”
2016

coffee table
78 1/2 x 17 3/4 x 23 5/8 inches 

bronze, brass, resin
unique piece

©Johannes Danglehant



“Age 01 The Drone”
2016

78 1/2 x 39 1/2 x 67 inches 
brass, stainless, steel, polycarbonate, 

polyester, electronic components, led, tactile 
surfaces, glass, foam, leather

©Johannes Danglehant



A human carrying a flying drone. A childhood dream brought into reality. Age 01 may be the 
most ambitious design works from the designer and artist. A works summarizing at once 
his work and personality.



After the Music, the Dance, Koreo 
is a celebration of the Choreography 
of life. A mix-and-match object. 
As a table or a side table, it is to 
be combined to create one’s own 
singular moves.

“Koreo Low”
2016
table

15 3/4 x 24 3/8 x 21 5/8 inches 
wood, mirror polished Brass 

unlimited edition
©Johannes Danglehant



Enlarged detail of Baobab fruit 
microscopic structure, Kossi com-
bines the randomness of crafts-
manship and mathematical control.
Collection: Museum Of Arts and 
Design. NYC

“Koss Tidy”
2015

19 3/4 x 9 1/3 x 4 inches 
mirror polished brass 

unique piece
© Joel Vogt



Ancient cultures had various ideas 
about the nature of infinity. The 
ancient Indians and Greeks did not 
define infinity in precise formalism 
as do modern mathematics, and 
instead approached infinity as a 
philosophical concept.
It is an abstract concept describing 
something without any limit and 
is relevant in a number of fields, 
predominantly Mathematics and 
Physics. In Mathematics, ‘infinity’ is 
often treated as if it were a number 
(i.e., it counts or measures things: 
‘an infinite number of terms’) but 
it is not the same sort of number 
as natural or real numbers.
In Geometry, the most prominent 
figure of infinity is the fractal.
The structure of a fractal object 
is reiterated in its magnifications. 
Fractals can be magnified indefini-
tely without losing their structure 
and becoming ‘smooth’; they have 
infinite perimeter, some with infi-
nite, and others with finite surface 
areas. One such fractal curve with 
an infinite perimeter and finite sur-
face area is the Koch snowflake.
“I’ve being working with fractals 
before even knowing the exact de-
finition of these figures, and was 
astonished discovering they were 
used for centuries in the Dogon 
culture as the Zulu or Hoxa in 
Africa, I could not settle a work on 
abstraction and immateriality wit-
hout trying to materialize this very 
concept as it has being forever part 
of our question.
For so, I’ve chosen the most iden-
tifiable representation of it, The 
Lemiscate, or infinity loop, which 
never starts or ends.”
Because since it was introduced 
in 1655 by John Wallis, it has also 
been used outside Mathematics in 
modern mysticism and literary sym-
bology. A way to reunite sciences, 
philosophy, spirituality and technics 
in one object which happens to be 
a Chair.

“Infinity”
2016

armchair
45 1/4 x 33 1/2 x 23 5/8 inches 

stainless steel, 
candy concentrate coating 

unique piece
©Johannes Danglehant



“Impossible is nothing.”

“Epoch”
2016
sofa

107 1/2 x 30 3/4 x 31 1/2 inches 
stainless steel, 

candy concentrate coating 
unique piece

©Johannes Danglehant
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Perfect Futures
Exhibition opening: 

Saturday, November 12th at 3 pm

Vallois America
27 East 67th Street
New York, NY 10065
T: 212 517 3820
F: 212 517 4349
valloisamerica@aol.com

Tuesday – Friday
10 am - 6 pm
Saturday: 10 am - 5 pm

Press Office
In The Mood New York

Camille Wiart
T: 347 579 4359

inthemoodnyoffice@gmail.com

In The Mood Paris
Elodie Giancristoforo

33, rue des Artistes
75014 paris

inthemoodrp@gmail.com
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